Coro is New York City’s premier civic leadership training organization and a community of more than 2,500 alumni in business, government, nonprofit and schools who are shaping the future of our city.

Neighborhood Leadership

What is Neighborhood Leadership?

For those leading commercial revitalization efforts in their communities—whether working in a Business Improvement District, Merchant Association, local development corporation, Chamber of Commerce or other nonprofit organization—Coro’s Neighborhood Leadership program provides our city’s top talent with the resources they need to understand how to influence meaningful change and address complex challenges within their neighborhoods. Using New York as a classroom, Neighborhood Leadership participants are deeply immersed in commercial revitalization strategies and are given the opportunity to build leadership skills through intensive training and peer-to-peer learning. Participants leave the program equipped with the knowledge and skills to drive change in their own neighborhoods and an unparalleled network of engaged civic leaders from which to continue to build and grow.

What will you get?

- **THE KNOWLEDGE**
  Neighborhood Leadership deeply immerses participants in building individual and collaborative capacity for practicing leadership and bringing about change in their communities.

- **THE SKILLS**
  Neighborhood Leadership uses the City of New York as a lab to explore, test and build effective commercial revitalization strategies to adapt and thrive in challenging environments.

- **THE NETWORK**
  Neighborhood Leadership connects participants to an accomplished community of Coro Neighborhood Leadership alumni, City leaders, and the broader Coro community from all industries and sectors, who are dedicated to supporting one another and to improve the City in which we live and work.

"Participating in Neighborhood Leadership has been such a great experience for me. Besides inheriting a second family, I got additional tools to perform my job at another level.

Raquel Olivares (2019 Alumnus)
Executive Director
Woodhaven BID"
Who Should Apply?

Approximately 20 successful nonprofit management professionals whose work is focused on commercial revitalization are competitively selected to participate each year. Selected participants reflect the demographics of New York City with at least half serving low to moderate-income neighborhoods. Neighborhood Leadership meets January through October.

Ideal applicants:

- Work in New York City for a nonprofit organization whose work is focused on commercial revitalization.
- Are a part of experienced management staff who are leading change on behalf of their organization around commercial revitalization.
- Have a passion and curiosity about developing new leadership skills germane to problem-solving in New York City.
- Are interested in joining the Coro community and Neighborhood Leadership alumni network.

Our Sponsors

Neighborhood Leadership is run in partnership with the New York City Department of Small Business Services.

Funding support has also been provided by:

- citi
- TD Bank

How to Apply

To find out more, please visit: coro.nyc